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Abstract
Dropout is well-known as an effective regularization method by sampling a sub-
network from a larger deep neural network and training different sub-networks on
different subsets of the data. Inspired by the concept of dropout, we stochastically
select, train, and evolve a population of sub-networks, where each sub-network
is represented by a state vector and a scalar energy. The proposed energy-based
dropout (EDropout) method provides a unified framework that can be applied
on any arbitrary neural network without the need for proper normalization. The
concept of energy in EDropout has the capability of handling diverse number
of constraints without any limit on the size or length of the state vectors. The
selected set of sub-networks converges during the training to a sub-network that
minimizes the energy of the candidate state vectors. The rest of training time is then
allocated to fine-tuning the selected sub-network. This process will be equivalent
to pruning. We evaluate the proposed method on different flavours of ResNets,
AlexNet, and SqueezeNet on the Kuzushiji, Fashion, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and
Flowers datasets, and compare with the state-of-the-art pruning and compression
methods. We show that on average the networks trained with EDropout achieve
a pruning rate of more than 50% of the trainable parameters with approximately
<5% and <1% drop of Top-1 and Top-5 classification accuracy, respectively.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have different capacities based on the number of trainable parameters.
Depending on the complexity of the dataset (e.g. size of dataset and number of classes), finding
the network which maximizes the generalization performance often involves trial and error. DNNs
with larger capacity often have better performance, but they take longer time to train, may suffer
from lack of generalization performance, and have redundancy in trained parameters. Particularly for
applications such as edge computing and embedded systems, smaller networks are more desirable,
since DNNs are computationally intensive, require large memory, and are energy hungry to run
inference [1]. In order to address the requirements for edge devices, most of the proposed methods
can be divided into either pruning of existing large DNNs or small networks by design. Our focus in
this paper is on methods that can prune a given DNN.
Dropout [2], which was originally proposed as a regularization technique to train DNNs, reduces
complexity of the network by randomly dropping a subset of the parameters in each training phase
and fully utilizes the parameters (full network) for inference. Despite other regularization methods
such as l1 and l2 norms [3] which modify the loss function, the dropout-based methods modify
the network structure that is equivalent to training different smaller neural networks. A variety of
methods have been proposed for smarter dropout such as standout [4], variational dropout [5], and
adversarial dropout [6]. Dropout is mainly proposed for dense layers while it is much less used in
convolution layers. While dropout [2] sets a subset of activation values to zero, DropConnect [7]
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zeroes a randomly selected subset of weights in a fully connected network. An Ising energy-based
dropout method is proposed in [8, 9] for dropping units in dense layers based on the activation of the
neurons. A survey on dropout methods is provided in [10].
Pruning is different from dropout, where the trainable parameters are permanently dropped and is
mainly used to remove redundant weights while preserving the accuracy. Removing unimportant
weights from a network can lead to improving generalization performance, training DNNs with
limited data, and faster training of the network [11]. In general, pruning algorithms have three
stages which are training, pruning, and fine-tuning [12]. One of the early attempts was to use second
derivative information to minimize a cost function that reduces network complexity by removing
excess number of trainable parameters and further training the remaining of the network to increase
inference accuracy [11]. Soft weight-sharing [13] is another approach by clustering weights into
subgroups with similar weight values. It adds a penalty term to the cost function of the network
where the distribution of weight values is modeled as mixture of multiple Gaussians and the means
and variance of clusters are adapted during the training of network [13]. This work has been further
enhanced in [14]. Deep Compression is one of the compression methods with three stages that are
pruning, trained quantization and Huffman coding, which targets reducing the storage requirement
of a DNN without affecting its accuracy [1]. This method works by pruning all connections with
weights below a threshold followed by retraining the sparsified network.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid dropout-pruning scheme using the definition of energy-based
models (EBMs) [15] for partial training of deep neural networks, which after a number of training
iterations leads to permanent pruning of the network. This method behaves as a hybrid evolutionary
technique, where similar to random dropout can act as a regularizer, leading to pruning a DNN. The
trained network is in fact a subset of the original network, which has a competitive performance
to the network at full capacity but with a smaller number of parameters. We introduce utilizing a
population of candidate states, where each vector represents a set of active trainable weights from
the network. Each vector represents an energy model as a measure of dependency between network
parameters, evaluated based on the corresponding energy value in the EBM. Optimizing the EBM
refers to searching for state vectors with lower energy. It is a combinatorial optimization problem
which requires 2|Θ| times evaluation of the energy function for each batch of data where |Θ| is number
of trainable parameters. Sine this procedure is NP-hard, we also propose a stochastic parallel binary
technique based on the differential evolution (DE) [16] to search for the sparse state of the network.
Using EDropout to prune ResNets and SqueezeNet, we have approximately achieved on average
more than 50% pruning of trainable network parameters while maintaining classification performance
(the Top-1 and Top-5 classification accuracy has dropped on average < 5% and < 1%, respectively)
on several image classification tasks with various number of classes and available training samples.
2 Energy-based Dropout and Pruning
The EDropout method has five main stages which are initialization, energy loss computation, energy
optimization, early state convergence check, and training sparsified network using backpropagation,
as demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
2.1 Initialization
A given neural network F has the set of trainable parameters Θ, which is generally a combination
of parameters in convolutional and dense layers. In convolutional layers, we are interested in
dropping weight kernels, and in dense layers the units, including their bias terms. A feature map in a
convolutional layer is the output of convolving a weight kernel with the incoming activation values.
Therefore, dropping a weight kernel can also be interpreted as dropping a feature map. Removing
feature maps is the largest granularity in pruning convolution layers, where all the corresponding
incoming and outgoing kernels are removed [17].
A binary state vector S with length D represents the state of trainable kernels in a convolution layer
and units in the dense layers. Hereafter both are called units for convenience. If sd = 0 unit d is
ignored (inactive) and if sd = 1 it participates (active) during training and inference. At the beginning
of training (t = 0), we initialize S binary candidate state vectors as the population S(0) ∈ ZS×D2 ,
where s(0)i,d ∼ Bernouli(P = 0.5) for i ∈ {1, ..., S} and d ∈ {1, ..., D}. The corresponding sub-
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Algorithm 1: Stochastic Energy-based Dropout
Set t = 0 // Optimization counter
Initiate the neural network F (0) with trainable weights Θ
Set S(0) ∼ Bernouli(P = 0.5) // States initialization
Set ∆s 6= 0 & ∆sT
for iepoch = 1→ Nepoch do // epoch counter
for ibatch = 1→ Nbatch do // batch counter
t = t+1
if ∆s 6= 0 or iepoch ≤ ∆sT then
if iepoch = 1 & ibatch = 1 then
Compute energy loss of S(0) as E(0) using (1)
end if
for i = 1→ S do // States counter
Generate mutually different i1, i2, i3 ∈ {1, ..., S}
for d = 1→ D do // State dimension counter
Generate a random number rd ∈ [0, 1]
Compute mutation vector vi,d using (2)
Compute candidate state s˜(t) using (3)
end for
end for
Compute energy loss of S˜(t) as E˜(t) using (1)
Select S(t) and corresponding energy E(t) using (4)
Select the state with the lowest energy from S(t) as s(t)b
else
s
(t)
b = s
(t−1)
b
end if
Temporarily drop weights of the network F (t) based on the best state s(t)b
Compute loss of the sparsified network
Perform backpropagation to update Θ
end for
Update ∆s for early state convergence using (5)
end for
network of the original network F , represented by S(0), is {F (0)1 , ...,F (0)S } where F (0)i ∈ F . Then
the energy loss of each sub-network is computed as follows.
2.2 Energy Model
The Boltzmann distribution (a.k.a Gibbs distribution) is a probability measure to define the state
of a system (such as a DNN) based on the given energy of the system. Softmax function which is
the normalized exponential function generally used in training DNN for classification problems has
same form as the Boltzman distribution [18]. Inference energy, referred to as energy, is a measure
of compatibility, which represents the dependencies of a subset of the network variables as a scalar
energy, based on the definition of EBMs in [15]. The candidate states help to find a subset of the
neural network and capture its energy function that associates low energies to correct values of
the remaining variables, and higher energies to incorrect values. Different energy functions can be
defined for DNNs. We define the energy of a DCNN with trainable weights Θ for the state vector
s
(t)
i ∈ S(t) as the vector of activation values of the last dense layer (before a normalized exponential
function), defined as G¯(t)c (F (t)i |xibatch,j) ∀ c ∈ {1, ..., C} where C is the number of target classes,
and xibatch,j ∈ Xibatch is a sample from the batch of training data. Hence, the energy loss function
for F (t)i is defined as
E(t)i = L
(
Yibatch , G¯(t)(F (t)i |Xibatch)
)
=
1
|B|
|B|∑
j=1
(
G¯(t)c (F (t)i |xibatch,j)−min
{ C⋃
c′=1
c 6=c′
{G¯(t)c′ (F (t)i |xibatch,j)}
})
,
(1)
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Figure 1: Left: The objective is pushing down the inference energy of the target label (c = 2) while pulling up
the energy of the other data labels; Middle: Energy of each label before training; Right: Training decreases the
energy of the target label (c = 2) and increases the energies of incorrect answers. E(t)i shows the energy loss
before (E(t)i > 0) and after (E(t)i < 0) training.
where c = argmax(yibatch,j), assuming the target vector yibatch,j ∈ Yibatch is one-hot encoded and|B| is the cardinality of the data batch. The energy loss function is intuitively designed to assign
a low loss value to the F (t)i which has the lowest energy with respect to the target data class c and
higher energy with respect to the other data classes and vice versa [15], as demonstrated in Figure 1.
Other energy function can also be used as discussed in [15].
2.3 Energy Loss Optimization
Searching for states to minimize energy loss is an NP-hard problem. Various methods such as Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [19] and simulated annealing (SA) can be used to search for low energy
states. We propose using a binary version of DE [16] to minimize the energy model. This method
has the advantage of searching the optimization landscape in parallel and share the search experience
among candidate states. The other advantage of this approach is flexibility of designing the energy
function with constraints and introducing variables to the energy function (1). One example is the
number of active states where the energy function in (1) can become E(t)i +
D∑
d=1
s
(t)
i,d. Hence, the
optimizer tries to minimize the energy of states as well as the number of active states.
The optimization step has three phases which are mutation, crossover, and selection. Given the
population of states S(t−1), a mutation vector is defined for each candidate state s(t−1)i ∈ S(t−1) as
vi,d =
{
1− s(t−1)i1,d , if s
(t−1)
i2,d
6= s(t−1)i3,d & rd < F
s
(t−1)
i1,d
, otherwise
∀ d ∈ {1, .., D} (2)
where i1, i2, i3 ∈ {1, ..., S} are mutually different, F is the mutation factor [20], and rd ∈ [0, 1] is a
random number. The next step is to crossover the mutation vectors to generate new candidate state
vectors as
s˜
(t)
i,d =
{
vi,d if r′d ∈ [0, 1] ≤ C
s
(t−1)
i,d otherwise
(3)
where C = 0.5 is the crossover coefficient [20]. The parameters C and F control exploration and
exploitation of the optimization landscape. Each generated state s˜(t)i is then compared with its
corresponding parent with respect to its energy value E˜(t)i and the state with smaller energy is selected
as
s
(t)
i =
{
s˜
(t)
i if E˜(t)i ≤ E(t−1)i
s
(t−1)
i otherwise
∀ i ∈ {1, ..., S}. (4)
The state with minimum energy E(t)b = min{E(t)1 , ..., E(t)S } is selected as the best state sb, which
represents the sub-network for next training batch. This optimization strategy is simple and feasible
to implement in parallel for a large S. Pre-defined number of active states can be defined in the
optimizer to enforce an specific dropout/pruning rate.
2.4 Early State Convergence
The population-based optimizer are non-linear global methods which generally converge to a locally
optimal solution [21]. These algorithms suffer from premature convergence and stagnation problems.
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The former generally occurs when the population (candidate state vectors) has converged to local
optima, lost its diversity, or proceeds slowly. The later happens mainly when the population stays
diverse during training [21].
The optimization process can run for every epoch of the neural network training. However, after a
number of iterations, depending on the capacity of the neural network and complexity of the dataset,
all the states in S(t) may converge to a state sb ∈ S(t). We call this the early state convergence phase,
defined as
∆s = E(t)b −
1
S
S∑
j=1
E(t)j , (5)
where E(t)b is the energy of sb. So if ∆s = 0 we can call for an early state convergence and continue
training by fine-tuning the sub-network identified by the state vector sb. In addition, a stagnation
threshold ∆sT is implemented where if ∆s 6= 0 after ∆sT number of training epochs, it stops the
energy optimizer. These mechanisms are implemented to balance exploration and exploitation of the
optimizer and address potential stagnation and premature convergence scenarios during training, as
analyzed in section 3.1.1.
Most pruning and compression models first prune and trained network and then fine-tune it. The
convergence to the best state sb in EDropout breaks the training procedure of the neural network
into two phases. The first phase is where the various subsets of the neural network, which potential
overlap of units, are trained, which occurs before the convergence, and the second phase is when only
a subset of network chosen by sb is fine-tuned. The first phase is equivalent to dropout, which may
act as a regularization method and the second phase acts as pruning where the units/kernels are not
trained anymore and are practically eliminated from the network. This leads to a sparsified neural
network. Training the sparsified network is similar to typical training of DNNs with backpropagation.
3 Experiments
We have performed extensive experiments on datasets with different level of difficulty and number
of samples on a range of DNNs. First we analyze the parameters of the EDropout method and then
discuss the performance results1. The following benchmark datasets are used: (i) Fashion (gray
images in 10 classes, 54k train, 6k validation, and 10k test) [22], (ii) Kuzushiji (gray images in 10
classes, 54k train, 6k validation, and 10k test) [23]; (iii) CIFAR-10 (color images in 10 classes, 45k
train, 5k validation, and 10k test) [24], (iv) CIFAR-100 (color images in 100 classes, 45k train, 5k
validation, and 10k test) [24], and (v) Flowers (102 flower categories; each class has between 40
and 258 images; 10 images from each class for validation and 10 for test) [25]. The horizontal flip
and Cutout [26] augmentation methods are used for training on CIFAR and Flowers datasets. Input
images are resized to 32× 32 for ResNets and 224× 224 for AlexNet [27] and SqueezeNet v1.1 [28].
The proposed EDropout method is evaluated and compared with ResNets (18, 34, 50, and 101
layers) [29], AlexNet [27], SqueezeNet v1.1 [28], and Deep Compression [1]. The results are
averaged over five independent runs. A grid hyper-parameter search is conducted based on the Top-1
accuracy for all models, including initial learning rates in {1, 0.1, 0.01}, Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) [30] and Adadelta [31] optimizer, exponential and step learning rate decays with gamma
values in {25, 50}, and batch sizes of 64 and 128. The Adadelta optimizer with Step adaptive learning
rate (step: every 50 epoch at gamma rate of 0.1) and weight decay of 10e−6 is used. Number of
epochs is 200 and batch size is 128. Random dropout is not used in EDropout experiments. For the
other models, where applicable, the random dropout rate is set to 0.5. The early state convergence
in (5) is used with a threshold of 100 epochs. The models are implemented in PyTorch [32] and
trained on three NVIDIA Titan RTX GPUs.
3.1 Exploration vs. Exploitation: Dropout Leading to Pruning
The balance between exploration and exploitation in finding the best state vector is crucial. Number
of candidate state vectors, initialization of the states, mutation factor, and cross-over rate are among
the major parameters to control diversity of search.
1The codes and more details of experiments setup is available at: https://github.com/sparsifai/edropout
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Figure 2: Convergence of ResNet-18 on Flowers validation dataset with S = 8 and initialization probability of
P = 0.5 over 200 epochs.
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Figure 3: Number of candidate state vectors analysis
of EDropout for ResNet-18 and Flowers dataset.
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Figure 4: States initialization analysis of EDropout for
ResNet-18 and Flowers dataset.
3.1.1 Early State Convergence
Table 1: Parameters analysis of EDropout
for classification task on Flowers test dataset
using ResNet-18. R is kept trainable param-
eters. All the results except loss are in per-
centage.
(a) Early state convergence thresholds ∆sT .
∆sT Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R
50 1.7867 55.55 77.59 83.78 48.04
100 1.6550 61.54 79.18 85.55 48.19
150 1.8088 55.55 74.86 82.12 48.78
200 1.6853 57.31 75.73 82.89 46.72
(b) Candidate states S with vectorized ran-
dom mutation factor (VRMF) [20].
S Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R
8 1.6550 61.54 79.18 85.55 48.19
16 1.8029 55.93 75.74 81.92 48.60
32 1.7523 56.45 76.43 82.91 45.96
64 1.7248 57.20 77.69 83.97 44.72
128 1.7163 57.50 76.72 82.80 42.06
256 1.7042 58.12 77.62 83.69 41.69
(c) States initialization probability P .
P Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R
0.2 1.6905 60.45 78.51 84.58 44.68
0.4 1.6776 59.39 77.60 83.80 46.25
0.6 1.7209 59.38 77.42 83.40 47.19
0.8 1.7084 58.97 77.70 83.97 47.31
1 1.6401 59.66 78.01 84.58 47.38
Balancing the exploration of optimizer for a feasible state
vector while giving enough time for fine-tuning that state is
crucial. However, EDropout combines the state selection
and training in the first phase and ultimately can natu-
rally converge to a best state based on the energy of the
states or manually be controlled with ∆sT . Figure 2(a)
shows convergence of the kept number of parameters for
∆sT ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200}. For the ∆sT = 150 and
∆sT = 200 the model has converged approximately at
epochs 125 and 160, respectively. Figure 2(c) shows the
value of ∆s defined in (5), where as |∆s| → 0 suggests
the algorithm is moving toward exploitation (less diversity
of candidate states) and as theoretically |∆s| → ∞ it is
moving toward exploration of the optimization landscape
(more diversity of candidate states). This shows impor-
tance of using ∆sT as an added early state convergence
metric, since even-though ∆sT = 200 has achieved a
smaller number of parameters at approximately epoch 160,
but it decreases the chance of fine-tuning in the remaining
epochs, resulting in an increase in the validation energy
as plotted in Figure 2(e). Since we are minimizing the
energy, it is obvious that ∆sT ≤ 0 is guaranteed in (5).
The interesting observation is pre-mature convergence of
∆sT = 50 and over-fitting of ∆sT = 200 in terms of
best energy and validation energy in Figures 3(d) and 3(e).
The results in Table 1(a) suggest ∆sT = 100 is a good
threshold, since it has the highest Top-1 accuracy and also
fairly splits half of the training budget for exploring and
the the other half for fine-tuning. This threshold is used
for the rest of the experiments.
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Table 2: Classification performance on test datasets. R is kept trainable parameters and #p is
approximate number of trainable parameters. All the values except loss and #p are in percentage. (F)
refers to full network used for inference and (P) refers to pruned network using EDropout.
(a) Kuzushiji
Model Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R #p
ResNet-18 0.0709 98.23 99.53 99.79 100 11.1M
ResNet-18+DeepCompression 0.1617 95.92 98.91 99.58 51.49 5.7M
ResNet-18+EDropout(F) 0.1112 97.75 99.41 99.78 100 11.1M
ResNet-18+EDropout(P) 0.1107 97.78 99.45 99.73 51.49 5.7M
ResNet-34 0.0704 99.52 99.90 99.93 100 21.2M
ResNet-34+DeepCompression 0.2023 94.42 98.66 99.55 46.11 9.8M
ResNet-34+EDropout(F) 0.1115 97.78 99.42 99.72 100 21.2M
ResNet-34+EDropout(P) 0.1143 97.71 99.44 99.65 46.11 9.8M
ResNet-50 0.0902 97.70 99.44 99.79 100 23.5M
ResNet-50+DeepCompression 0.2142 94.36 98.53 99.36 45.57 10.7M
ResNet-50+EDropout(F) 0.1250 97.89 99.38 99.75 100 23.5M
ResNet-50+EDropout(P) 0.1289 97.63 99.35 99.73 45.57 10.7M
ResNet-101 0.0699 98.26 99.63 99.80 100 42.5M
ResNet-101+DeepCompression 0.5648 93.30 98.48 99.39 46.00 19.5M
ResNet-101+EDropout(F) 0.1140 98.06 99.39 99.69 100 42.5M
ResNet-101+EDropout(P) 0.1087 98.05 99.47 99.69 46.00 19.5M
AlexNet 0.1162 97.77 99.43 99.85 100 57M
AlexNet+EDropout(F) 0.1976 96.53 99.25 99.72 100 57M
AlexNet+EDropout(P) 0.2089 96.57 99.24 99.68 78.57 44.8M
SqueezeNet 0.2114 97.19 99.27 99.72 100 0.72M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(F) 0.2414 96.45 99.05 99.57 100 0.72M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(P) 0.2411 96.35 98.91 99.54 49.86 0.36M
(b) Fashion
Model Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R #p
ResNet-18 0.2786 93.87 99.39 99.68 100 11.1M
ResNet-18+DeepCompression 0.2299 91.97 99.32 99.86 50.43 5.6M
ResNet-18+EDropout(F) 0.4000 93.45 99.04 99.47 100 11.1M
ResNet-18+EDropout(P) 0.3934 93.57 99.06 99.47 50.43 5.6M
ResNet-34 0.3198 93.61 99.12 99.62 100 21.2M
ResNet-34+DeepCompression 0.2632 90.62 99.26 99.87 46.94 9.9M
ResNet-34+EDropout(F) 0.4674 92.80 98.78 99.35 100 21.2M
ResNet-34+EDropout(P) 0.4582 92.57 98.68 99.35 46.94 9.9M
ResNet-50 0.3187 93.34 99.15 99.60 100 23.5M
ResNet-50+DeepCompression 0.2956 89.22 98.95 99.79 45.14 10.6M
ResNet-50+EDropout(F) 0.5451 92.91 98.70 99.34 100 23.5M
ResNet-50+EDropout(P) 0.5154 92.97 98.79 99.33 45.14 10.6M
ResNet-101 0.3208 93.31 99.10 99.63 100 42.5M
ResNet-101+DeepCompression 1.4812 89.94 98.72 99.46 45.19 19.2M
ResNet-101+EDropout(F) 0.5785 92.58 98.83 99.40 100 42.5M
ResNet-101+EDropout(P) 0.5717 92.57 98.82 99.35 45.19 19.2M
AlexNet 0.4441 92.87 99.27 99.70 100 57M
AlexNet+EDropout(F) 0.3726 91.21 99.25 99.87 100 57M
AlexNet+EDropout(P) 0.3862 91.19 99.21 99.86 77.58 44.2M
SqueezeNet 0.3655 92.64 99.48 99.90 100 0.72M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(F) 0.2524 92.25 99.35 99.89 100 0.72M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(P) 0.2478 92.34 99.42 99.88 52.83 0.38M
(c) CIFAR-10
Model Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R #p
ResNet-18 0.3181 92.81 98.78 99.49 100 11.2M
ResNet-18+DeepCompression 0.6951 76.15 94.16 98.59 49.66 5.5M
ResNet-18+EDropout(F) 0.4906 90.96 98.33 99.60 100 11.2M
ResNet-18+EDropout(P) 0.4745 90.96 98.40 99.58 49.66 5.5M
ResNet-34 0.3684 92.80 98.85 99.71 100 21.3M
ResNet-34+DeepCompression 1.057 66.51 91.40 97.68 38.83 8.3M
ResNet-34+EDropou(F) 0.4576 88.28 97.47 99.31 100 21.3M
ResNet-34+EDropout(P) 0.4598 88.21 97.48 99.28 38.83 8.3M
ResNet-50 0.3761 92.21 98.70 99.51 100 23.5M
ResNet-50+DeepCompression 1.0271 67.53 89.92 96.30 46.39 10.9M
ResNet-50+EDropout(F) 0.6041 85.22 96.35 98.77 100 23.5M
ResNet-50+EDropout(P) 0.5953 85.30 96.62 98.76 46.39 10.9M
ResNet-101 0.3680 92.66 98.69 99.65 100 42.5M
ResNet-101+DeepCompression 1.037 66.32 92.65 98.11 45.10 19.2M
ResNet-101+EDropout(F) 0.6231 86.97 97.42 99.24 100 42.5M
ResNet-101+EDropout(P) 0.6339 86.57 97.37 99.20 45.10 19.2M
AlexNet 0.9727 84.32 96.58 99.08 100 57.4M
AlexNet+EDropout(F) 0.7632 75.05 93.74 98.18 77.36 57.4M
AlexNet+EDropout(P) 0.7897 74.66 93.63 97.96 77.36 44.4M
SqueezeNet 0.5585 81.49 96.31 99.01 100 0.73M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(F) 0.6686 76.76 94.55 98.62 100 0.73M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(P) 0.6725 76.85 95.00 98.56 52.35 0.38M
(d) CIFAR-100
Model Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R #p
ResNet-18 1.3830 69.03 84.44 88.90 100 11.2M
ResNet-18+DeepCompression 2.3072 40.01 62.20 72.28 48.04 5.4M
ResNet-18+EDropout(F) 1.9479 67.04 84.11 89.43 100 11.2M
ResNet-18+EDropout(P) 1.9541 67.06 84.14 89.27 48.04 5.4M
ResNet-34 1.3931 69.96 85.65 90.10 100 21.3M
ResNet-34+DeepCompression 42.09 65.01 74.31 2.1778 49.41 10.5M
ResNet-34+EDropout(F) 1.9051 64.50 81.38 86.87 100 21.3M
ResNet-34+EDropout(P) 1.9219 64.79 81.28 86.74 49.41 10.5M
ResNet-50 1.3068 71.22 86.47 90.74 100 23.7M
ResNet-50+DeepCompression 2.3115 43.87 67.02 76.26 46.01 10.9M
ResNet-50+EDropout(F) 1.8750 61.60 79.52 85.45 100 23.7M
ResNet-50+EDropout(P) 1.8768 61.91 79.99 85.87 46.01 10.9M
ResNet-101 1.3574 71.19 85.54 90.00 100 42.6M
ResNet-101+DeepCompression 2.6003 37.08 58.78 68.76 43.76 18.6M
ResNet-101+EDropout(F) 1.9558 61.52 79.71 85.20 100 42.6M
ResNet-101+EDropout(P) 1.9412 61.92 79.49 85.23 43.76 18.6M
AlexNet 2.8113 60.12 79.18 83.31 100 57.4M
AlexNet+EDropout(F) 2.4731 56.62 78.72 81.92 100 57.4M
AlexNet+EDropout(P) 2.4819 56.59 78.52 81.62 71.84 41.2M
SqueezeNet 1.4150 67.85 85.81 89.69 100 0.77M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(F) 1.5265 64.23 82.71 88.63 100 0.77M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(P) 1.5341 64.02 81.63 88.51 56.40 0.43M
(e) Flowers
Model Loss Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 R #p
ResNet-18 1.8262 62.60 80.64 86.92 100 11.2M
ResNet-18+DeepCompression 2.4988 53.92 60.68 76.38 48.19 5.4M
ResNet-18+EDropout(F) 1.6808 58.73 77.19 82.40 100 11.2M
ResNet-18+EDropout(P) 1.6550 61.54 79.18 85.55 48.19 5.4M
ResNet-34 1.8993 63.22 81.08 87.16 100 21.3M
ResNet-34+DeepCompression 2.4240 52.55 77.54 81.46 42.79 9.1M
ResNet-34+EDropout(F) 1.6088 63.96 79.95 85.64 100 21.3M
ResNet-34+EDropout(P) 1.5960 64.19 80.19 85.58 42.79 9.1M
ResNet-50 2.4766 63.75 80.24 87.21 100 23.7M
ResNet-50+DeepCompression 3.0556 27.28 47.43 57.63 44.68 10.6M
ResNet-50+EDropout(F) 1.8492 54.60 76.46 82.84 100 23.7M
ResNet-50+EDropout(P) 1.8293 56.02 76.42 83.10 44.68 10.6M
ResNet-101 2.6183 62.70 82.04 86.26 100 42.7M
ResNet-101+DeepCompression 3.0623 28.36 46.78 56.32 44.85 19.2M
ResNet-101+EDropout(F) 1.8241 59.44 79.02 85.67 100 42.7M
ResNet-101+EDropout(P) 1.8575 58.17 78.32 85.10 44.85 19.2M
AlexNet 2.6872 56.11 74.85 81.92 100 57.4M
AlexNet+EDropout(F) 2.5272 51.54 70.78 80.92 100 57.4M
AlexNet+EDropout(P) 2.5159 51.79 71.12 80.67 81.12 46.5M
SqueezeNet 2.2842 45.11 63.66 72.51 100 0.77M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(F) 2.2217 42.76 62.90 72.02 100 0.77M
SqueezeNet+EDropout(P) 2.2128 42.89 62.80 72.90 74.48 0.57M
3.1.2 Number of Candidate State Vectors
A large number of candidate states vectors (i.e. the population size) S increases the exploration
of the optimization landscape and meanwhile the stagnation risk. This is while a small population
(S ≤ 8, [20]) size encourages exploitation and fine-tuning of optimization. Different methods
has been proposed to control this parameter. It is showed in [20] that it is possible to maintain
a high exploration capability while using a small population size by using a vectorized-random
mutation factor (VRMF) trick [33]. To analysis S, we trained ResNet-18 using EDropout for
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Figure 5: Analysis of EDropout with ResNet-50 on the validation dataset of Kuzushiji, Fashion, CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100 and Flowers datasets with S = 8, initialization probability of P = 0.5, and ∆sT = 100.
S ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256} and the Flowers dataset. Table 1(b) shows that the small population
size S = 8 with diversified with VRMF has achieved the best Top-1 score. However, larger S results
in more pruning rate at a lower loss value. Figure 3 shows the rate of kept parameter and the best
energy of the model during training epochs on the validation dataset, where ∆sT = 100. The plots
show that smaller S converges faster to a lower energy while larger S has slower progress and is
more prone to stagnation. Since the results show very competitive performance between various
values of S, we use S = 8 for the rest of the experiments.
3.1.3 States Initialization
The probability P in s(0)i,d ∼ Bernouli(P ) governs the number of dropped/pruned trainable parame-
ters for each state vector i at the initialization stage. If a specific pruning rate is desired, it is possible
to define constraints in the evolution phase. Figure 4 shows convergence of ResNet-18 with EDropout
using P ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} on the Flowers validation dataset and the corresponding classifica-
tion results on the test dataset is in Table 1(c). The results show that at the beginning of training
there is diversity in the number of kept parameters but the plots converge to a number in the range
of [45%, 48%]. However, this affects the best energy, where the model with smaller P converges
to lower energy. Since the results show small sensitivity of the models to P and convergence to
approximately 50% pruning rate, P is set to 0.5 for an equal binary distribution.
3.2 Classification Performance
Table 2 shows the classification performance results and Figure 5 shows convergence plots on the
all validation dataset for ResNet-50 with EDropout as an example . The original models contain the
entire trainable parameters and have larger learning capacity. EDropout in pruned and full versions
have slightly lower Top-1 performance than the original model and competitive performance in terms
of Top-5 performance. The Deep Compression method receives pruning rate as input. For sake
of comparison, we have modified it to perform pruning on every convolution layer, given the rate
achieved by EDropout, where generally it has lower performance than EDropout. SqueezeNet is a
small network with AlexNet level accuracy. EDropout is also applied to AlexNet and SqueezeNet
v1.1, where it has a less pruning rate for AlexNet comparing to ResNets but can prune approximately
half of trainable parameters in SqueezeNet v1.1 and achieve slightly lower performance.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we propose a new method for partial training of deep neural networks (DNNs) based
on the concept of dropout. We use energy-based model of a given DNN to compute energy of a
population of binary candidate state vectors, where each vector represents a sub-network of the DNN.
Using an evolutionary technique, the proposed energy-based dropout (EDropout) method searches
for the best state vectors and trains that using back-propagation and cross-entropy loss. Ultimately,
the states can converge to a best state and the algorithm continues fine-tuning the corresponding
sub-network, which is equivalent to pruning of the DNN. One of the advantages of this method is
capability of adding any type of constraint to the energy function and the evolution phase of candidate
states without need for normalization, for any size DNN. The natural characteristic of the optimizer
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is the parallel structure, so that parallel computing methods can easily be implemented for sake of
faster optimization.
5 Broader Impact
This work does not present any foreseeable societal consequence.
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